Fundamental Role of Fock Exchange in Relativistic Density Functional Theory.
We perform a formal analysis of relativistic density functional theory for the treatment of spin-orbit coupling (SOC), noncollinear magnetization (NCM), and orbital current density (OCD). We identify specific components of the spinors (namely, those mapped onto imaginary diagonal spin-blocks of the density matrix) that arise from the SOC operator and define the OCD. We show that these pieces of the spinors only enter in the bielectronic part of the potential through the exact Fock exchange (FE) operator. The lack of FE therefore leads to a correspondingly incorrect physical description of SOC, NCM, and OCD. This analysis is complemented with an illustrative example, where we show that, while in the absence of FE, the theory fails even at reproducing the expected right-hand relationship between the NCM and OCD, its inclusion provides results that match those from a reference SOC configuration-interaction calculation.